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SUMMARY 
Adaptive threats, increasingly demanding regulatory expectations and rapidly changing business drivers are 
significantly increasing cyber risks. Organizations can advance their ability to manage cyber risk by using an 
offense-informed-defense approach based on the MITRE Corporation’s Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and 
Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) framework, which was created in 2013 and has evolved significantly since then.1 
MITRE is the United States’ oldest and largest operator of federally-funded research and development centers 
(FFRDC) and ATT&CK is the most comprehensive, authoritative approach to mapping of threat actors to tactics, 
techniques and procedures (TTPs) openly available today. By bringing a new level of precision to risk-based 
planning and evaluation, the MITRE ATT&CK framework can enable organizations to more effectively anticipate, 
withstand, recover and evolve from cyber attacks. 
 
ATT&CK INTRODUCTION 
In managing cyber risk, organizations are confronted with the following questions: 

• Based on my business model, what should I consider as reasonably foreseeable threat actor interest in 
my organization? 

• How could threat actors actually compromise my environment? 
• Does my security approach provide reasonable coverage against this kind of threat tradecraft? 
• How do I weigh tradeoffs in alternative security investments I am considering? 
• Do the security countermeasures I have in place actually work? 
• If we suffer a compromise, am I prepared to respond effectively? 

 
The ATT&CK framework helps answer these questions. The framework is a knowledge-base and behavioral model 
that consists of the following core components:  

• Tactics, denoting step-by-step tactical adversary goals during an attack lifecycle (e.g., discovery, 
persistence, privilege escalation, defense evasion, etc.);  

• Techniques, describing the means by which adversaries achieve each tactical goal; and 
• Documented mapping of usage of techniques to specific threat adversary groups. 
 

This knowledge-base enables a new level of precision to risk-based planning and evaluation. The ATT&CK 
Framework’s library of adversary groups and related motivations helps tie business objectives to threat actors, 
and its mapping of actors to TTPs establishes the foundation for evaluating defensive countermeasure coverage. 

 
1 © 2018 The MITRE Corporation. This work is reproduced and distributed with the permission of The MITRE Corporation. More information available at 
https://attack.mitre.org/. 

https://attack.mitre.org/
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Likewise, security teams can use testing tools based on the ATT&CK framework to measure control performance 
with added precision, instilling greater confidence that controls are operating effectively. 
 
• This knowledge base is both practical and powerful because it reflects tactics and techniques that have 

actually been used in the real world. 
• Also, while adversaries can change hash values, IP addresses, 

domains and other indicators leveraged as part of their 
tradecraft, it is much more difficult for them to change tactics 
and techniques; orienting defenses around TTPs thus makes it 
substantially harder for an adversary to change course. 2 

• Likewise, TTPs can be mapped directly to defensive 
countermeasures. 

 
MITRE History. MITRE grew out of World War II-era research and development efforts led by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and was formally chartered in 1958 as 
a private, not-for-profit company to provide engineering and technical guidance for 
the U.S. Government. It is currently the largest operator of Federally Funded 
Research & Development Centers (FFRDC) in the country, including the National 
Cybersecurity FFRDC, plus six other FFRDCs that touch at least in part on cyber risk, 
including the National Security Engineering Center and the Homeland Security Systems Engineering and 
Development Institute.  

 
ATT&CK IN USE 
ATT&CK offers a number of applications within an industrial organization: 
 
Education & Experiential Training. ATT&CK provides a common language around threat to help align internal 
stakeholders with direct or indirect cyber defense responsibilities – e.g., security engineering, incident response, 
risk and compliance, business continuity and disaster recovery and related functions. Related, the consistent 
lexicon offered by ATT&CK may assist security operators in communicating effectively with executive leadership 
and boards of directors to provide objective evaluation of control capability and areas for increased investment 
In other words, ATT&CK provides stakeholders a more precise means of clearly communicating known adversarial 
tradecraft and the state of an organization’s cyber defenses against that behavior.  
 
Threat Model Development. The ATT&CK framework can serve as the underlying knowledge-base for an 
organization to consider how its business objectives and operations influence its attractiveness to reasonably 
sophisticated threat actors defined in MITRE’s authoritative library. This information allows owners-operators to 
the develop a sample set of threat actor-specific TTPs, which are referred to as a “threat model.” 
 

 
2 Source: David Bianco, https://detect-respond.blogspot.com/2013/03/the-pyramid-of-pain.html  
 

https://detect-respond.blogspot.com/2013/03/the-pyramid-of-pain.html
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Notably, not all relevant threat techniques represent the same level of risk, and additional open source and 
proprietary data sets can be leveraged to prioritize defensive countermeasure investment based on risk reduction 
value. Key input factors include ease of attack, difficulty of defense and other organization-specific considerations. 
 
An industrial organization, be it a manufacturer, utility, or pharmaceuticals, can consider leveraging the many 
threat intelligence resources now available that use the ATT&CK framework to categorize confirmed threats and 
provide a view of likely adversary behavior.  
 

• For example, Red Canary’s annual Threat Detection Report provides an in-depth 
look at the most prevalent ATT&CK techniques based on thousands of threats 
detected across its customers’ environments, presenting overall and sector-
specific views.3  

• Similarly, CrowdStrike’s annual Global Threat Report organizes techniques it 
observes against the ATT&CK framework to illuminate changes and trends in 
adversary behavior.4 

 
Mapping to Defensive Countermeasures. Industrial organizations can next map their current defensive 
countermeasures to TTPs identified in their newly-developed threat models. By overlaying a coverage map with a 
threat model, defenders gain an understanding of what technologies and standards applied in their environments 
are potentially addressing what TTPs. The ATT&CK framework provides a mechanism to support this mapping 
through the “data sources” and “mitigations” ascribed to each TTP contained in the ATT&CK framework. This 
overlay can also, in principle, be mapped to authoritative frameworks (e.g., NIST SP 800-53, NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework, ISO, CIS 20 Critical Security Controls). 
 
Ultimately, the TTP-coverage map also gives a defender the capability to prioritize future, defensive 
countermeasure investments based on risk reduction value (as described further below). These coverage maps 
help organizations justify and prioritize purchasing decisions, building credibility in the budgeting process. 
 

• MITRE Product Evaluations: APT29 Testing. In 2019, MITRE evaluated commercial security product 
performance (participants depicted below) against two scenarios that emulated the behavior of threat 
group APT 29. Best known for its reported compromise of the Democratic National Committee starting in 
2015, APT 29, or “Cozy Bear,” is a threat group attributed to the Russian government that uses a variety 
of sophisticated techniques, typically relying on custom malware. MITRE categorized the tools’ confirmed 
detections of APT 29 behavior, captured notes on how detections occurred, and organized findings against 
each ATT&CK technique, covering 58 of 60 in scope Enterprise ATT&CK techniques across 10 ATT&CK 
tactics.5 The findings of the evaluation demonstrate the vendors’ approaches to detecting APT 29 behavior 
and drive transparency in product capabilities.  
 

 
3 See https://redcanary.com/threat-detection-report/ 
4 See https://www.crowdstrike.com/resources/reports/2020-crowdstrike-global-threat-report/ 
5 See https://attackevals.mitre.org/evaluation-process.html 

https://redcanary.com/threat-detection-report/
https://www.crowdstrike.com/resources/reports/2020-crowdstrike-global-threat-report/
https://attackevals.mitre.org/evaluation-process.html
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While APT 29 may not be relevant to all industrial organizations, the overlap in usage of similar TTPs across 
threat actor groups means that APT 29 product evaluations may be instructive as regards broader product 
performance. Results can aid organizations in achieving a high-level understanding of the state of their 
cyber defense stack against specified TTPs.  

 
MITRE ATT&CK APT 29 Product Evaluation Participants 

 
 

• MITRE Product Evaluations for ICS: In May 2020, MITRE announced that it would also conduct an 
assessment of industrial control system (ICS) cybersecurity vendors against the threat posted by Triton 
malware. To approximate real-life threat conditions, ATT&CK Evaluations for ICS will use a realistic control 
system testbed. The testbed will represent elements of a Saudi petrochemical facility attacked by the 
Triton malware in 2017. Results of the evaluation will be announced in early 2021.6 
 

Controls Assurance Testing. Though MITRE’s product evaluations provide some insight, there is often a lack of 
clarity on what types of threat activity a defensive measure actually addresses, particularly depending on how it 
is configured and implemented; thus organizations can meaningfully strengthen their programs by validating the 
extent of protective and detective capabilities’ performance against simulated threat activity. Testing scripts have 
already been developed specific to each of the MITRE ATT&CK techniques, and these scripts can be leveraged to 
validate and hone defenses. For example, automated validation tools are now available that can run TTP-specific 
diagnostics on an organization’s technology stack. Such tools can allow organizations to continuously validate that 

 
6 See https://www.mitre.org/news/in-the-news/mitre-engenuity-announces-attck-evaluations-for-ics-vendors 
 

https://www.mitre.org/news/in-the-news/mitre-engenuity-announces-attck-evaluations-for-ics-vendors
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security controls are operating effectively to identify gaps and prioritize remediation 
efforts. AttackIQ, Verodin (now part of FireEye), and SafeBreach offer automated 
validation tools that businesses can consider leveraging to test controls assurance 
against known adversarial behavior. Additionally, Red Canary has developed an 
open-source library of simple detection tests, known as Atomic Red Team, mapped 
to the MITRE ATT&CK framework such that each test relates back to a particular 
tactic.7  
 
To implement testing, an organization can select a sample of assets/images that reflect both “crown jewel” 
considerations and machines that may be representative of IT environment as a whole. The diagnostic 
assessments would be conducted on these sample sets. 
 
It is also possible to generate reporting that demonstrates the potential positive impact of investment in a tool or 
standard on security performance. Such insights are invaluable when considering the costs and benefits of future 
security investments.  
 
Incident Response Planning and Exercises 
In order to achieve resiliency, organizations need to be able to effectively anticipate, withstand, recover and 
evolve from attacks. The ATT&CK framework helps advance resiliency capabilities in several key ways:  

• First, the framework can help prioritize response-oriented planning – e.g., to anticipate specific Lateral 
Movement and Privilege Escalation techniques, and to withstand specific Defense Evasion techniques.  

• Second, ATT&CK now enumerates a specific Impact tactic which can inform incident response, business 
continuity and disaster recovery plans and playbooks. According to MITRE, the Impact tactic includes 
techniques that adversaries use to disrupt availability or compromise integrity by manipulating business 
and operational processes, including the destruction or tampering of data.8 It was introduced in part to 
capture disruptive behavior such as ransomware and denial of service attacks that are not captured by 
the other ATT&CK tactics. 

• Third, the ATT&CK framework can also be used to guide and prioritize response activities, and categorize 
incidents that do occur by specific technique, which can in turn enable more focused remediation and 
lessons-learned activities.9  

• Likewise, to help mature incident response and crisis management capabilities, cybersecurity exercises 
can be utilized to offer a safe environment to stress test incident response and broader security 
capabilities. 

 
MITRE ATT&CK EXAMPLE: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION CONTEXT 
Importantly, the ATT&CK framework can also be used to generate industry sector profiles by comparing core 
sector-specific functions to known intent for each of the threat actor profiles documented in the MITRE 

 
7 See https://atomicredteam.io/  
8 See, e.g., https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0040/ 
9 See https://www.cisa.gov/publication/cybersummit-session-day-1-operationalizing-attck-through-cisa-alerts 

https://atomicredteam.io/
https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0040/
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framework. Because this framework maps threat actors to associated TTPs, it is then possible to identify a base 
layer of industry-specific TTPs.  
 
As an example, we demonstrate how the MITRE ATT&CK framework could be applied in an industrial organization.   
 
Threat Model Development  
The following threat modeling exercise focuses on isolating the threat actors who are most likely to target an 
organization’s OT systems.10 This threat model focuses specifically on the use of the IT environment as a pathway 
into the OT environment.11 

 
Using a combination threat intelligences (e.g., from open source and Dragos’ WORLDVIEW platform), an 
organization could identify threat groups most interested in and relevant to its business operations: 

• For example purposes, we selected a group of threat groups with a history of targeting operational 
technology and SCADA systems in industrial organizations such as manufacturing, transportation and 
power generation, etc. (e.g., Allanite, APT 33, Dragonfly, Dragonfly 2.0, Magic Hound, Leafminer, OilRig, 
Electrum, Threat Group 3390, Berserk Bear, and XENOTIME). 

• Groups that had no history of targeting industrial organizations were filtered out. 
• These threat groups consistently seek to exploit the enterprise/corporate network before seeking to 

access the operational environment. 
 

Mapping Threat Behavior to ATT&CK—2016 Ukraine Compromise Example  
 
To provide an example of how a compromise campaign against an industrial organization could occur, we can 
look at the potential threat pathway of SANDWORM/ELECTRUM based on the 2016 compromise of the 
Ukraine’s electric grid:  

• The group may accomplish Initial Access via Spearphishing Attachment (T1193)12, with a malicious 
document attached via email.  

• From there, attackers could use any technique available to it to achieve execution, but the most likely 
avenues are PowerShell (T1086), Command-Line Interface (T1059), or Scripting (T1064). 

• The group could then establish persistence using the BlackEnergy toolkit (as used in the past with the 
Ukraine outage of 2016) to set up a New Service (T1050) as well as dropping its main .dll in the start 
folder, creating additional persistence via Registry Run Keys/Startup Folder (T1060) and Shortcut 
Modification (T1023). 

• Once established, if necessary, the group may escalate privileges within the electricity provider’s IT 
environment and prioritize the broad discovery of machines (e.g. Domain Trust Discovery: T1482, or 
Remote System Discovery: T1018) across the network to identify where the IT/OT boundary is.  

 
10 While we have not done so here, an organization can supplement its modeling with additional threat actor groups focused on, for example, ransomware 
(e.g., Maze), diverting financial transactions (e.g., Lazarus Group) or corporate espionage (e.g., APT 41).  
11 A companion whitepaper by Dragos, Mapping Industrial Cybersecurity Threats to MITRE ATT&CK for ICS, addresses OT environment threat behavior. 
12 “T” designators reflect classifications of specific techniques within the ATT&CK framework.  
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• Once the group has confirmed the feasibility of Lateral Movement for the machines identified, it will 
Dump Credentials (T1003) or use its native Input Capture (T1056) capability to harvest credentials for 
a user with a Valid Account (T1078) that can access the OT environment through any number of 
applications. 

• With access to the OT environment achieved, the attacker will spend as much time as possible to 
engage in discovery operations as well as Operational Preparation of the Environment (OPE) – with 
the end goal of being able to deliver real-world consequences via impacting OT processes or Safety 
Instrumentation Systems (SISs). 
 

 
Below are sample IT and OT threat models. 
 

• The example IT threat model below highlights priority-weighted TTPs – e.g., critical priority TTPs (red with 
white text) and high priority TTPs (red with black text) – based on difficulty to defend and ease of 
execution (which we view as a proxy for frequency).  

• In the OT example threat model, the priority TTPs are in red, bold.  
 

Defenders may wish to consider prioritizing the TTPs illustrated below based on priority for defending against most 
likely and dangerous adversarial behavior.  

 
These threat models are intended as foundational tools – specific industrial organizations may identify additional 
threat actor groups and TTPs relevant to their specific industry and environment.  They are not intended to be 
prescriptive or an exhaustive capture of all tactics of interest. 
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EXAMPLE: ATT&CK Threat Model and Criticality Rating for the IT Environment 
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EXAMPLE: Representational Industrial Organization ATT&CK Threat Model for the OT Environment 
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Given that different techniques represent varying levels of risk, an organization can significantly reduce risk by 
focusing security investments on defensive countermeasures that provide coverage against the highest priority 
techniques. 
 
Threat Intelligence Sources. Additional threat intelligence resources are available to industrial organizations to 
assist in their understanding of the most prevalent TTPs in their environments: 

• Relevant industry Information Sharing and Analysis Centers or Organizations (ISACs or ISAOs) provide 
incident bulletins, alerts and threat warnings 

• Public-sector information sharing sources – for example, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 
(CISA) Alerts, US-CERT/ICS-CERT Alerts13 

• Commercial sources of threat intelligence will periodically generate TTP-level reporting with industry-
specific context.14 
 

Mapping to Defensive Countermeasures. Once developed, industrial organizations should map the threat model 
to their defensive countermeasures to gain an understanding of what technologies and standards are potentially 
addressing what TTPs. As noted earlier, the ATT&CK framework provides a mechanism to support this mapping 
through the “data sources” and “mitigations” ascribed to each TTP contained in the ATT&CK framework.  
 
Controls assurance testing. Either through the use of automated tools or open source libraries, controls assurance 
testing can validate that security controls are operating effectively and identify gaps. Outputs of this process are 
invaluable for prioritizing remediation efforts, advancing resiliency, and communicating effectively with key 
organizational stakeholders, including executive leadership. 
 
 
 
 
 
About the Chertoff Group: Founded by former U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff in 2009, the 
Chertoff Group is an advisory firm that helps clients understand, manage and communicate on security risk. We 
use highly qualified personnel hired out of leading public sector and commercial security organizations, maintain 
familiarity with most leading security frameworks, and serve global enterprise clients across multiple sectors. We 
are one of the only consultancies to have achieved SAFETY Act designation from the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security for our security risk management methodology. We received Cyber Defense Magazine’s 2020 editor’s 
choice award for risk management. For more information about The Chertoff Group, visit 
www.chertoffgroup.com. 
 
 

 
13 See https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts. 
14 For example, Red Canary’s 2020 Threat Report (referenced earlier in this white paper) highlights top ATT&CK techniques against multiple industrial 
sectors seen on its platform over the past year.  

http://www.chertoffgroup.com/
https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts
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